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**Abstract:** In this digital era after computer and internet smartphone is the third revolution and making ubiquitous computing possible. Android lead the smartphone market as most used operating system. This popularity of Android also makes it primary targets of cyber attackers and hackers. There are many different types of cyber-attacks targeted towards Android environment. In this review paper, we have investigated various attacks reported with respect to Android and have also gathered different type of defenses available to protect users from these attacks. This work is focus on accumulating various literature works available in this domain and provide a comprehensive representation of these works. The various works are grouped into two broad categories i.e. signature and non-signature based, and techniques mentioned in each work is studied and technical observations are made against them which help to understand the usability of these techniques. Such organized and details review work is required to study the problem in depth and works towards solution. The literature works are summarized and organized in proper table which help to visualized and easy comparison the information.
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### 1. INTRODUCTION

Smart phones have been an integral part of our daily life. We use them to make calls, send messages, check emails, take photos, and surf the Internet every day. From year 2007 to 2018, a total of 7015 million units of smart phones were purchased by the end users, among which 84.2% of devices were powered by Android operating system [1]. The popularity of Android devices has, however, made them the most attractive targets for cyber-criminals. There are many different type of cyber-attacks which are targeted towards Android such as data theft, hacking etc. and technically malware acts as platform for many or most of these cyber-attacks.

A report published by “Pulse Secure”, it was reported that Android developed malware accounts for 97% of all mobile malware and due the large numbers users of Android operating system (OS) it is the most targeted OS in the among all other mobile and smart devices OS [2,6]. The malware infections are increasing rapidly in this decade. In near future the malware effects from individual to organization, which in turn affect the banking, email, transmitting the sensitive information and many more activity that will be disrupt by the malware.

Although Android is most targeted OS but the Android architecture has multi-layers security such as permission system, Linux kernel, certification etc. In this multi-layers security, permission plays important role and certification is also very crucial [3]. Apart from Android security, Google also provides security services to keep Android platform safe and secure from cyber attackers. Some of key services are explained in further sections.

#### 1.1. Google services for Android Security

Along with Android intrinsic security, Google also try to provide extra security to Android devices and protect users by offering various services. Some of popular services are explained further in this section [4].

**Google Play:** Google Play is a service offered by Google which help Android users to find, install, and purchase apps for handheld devices running Android device. Google Play acts as a bridge between developers and potential users or buyers. It also help users to decide on a application by providing review, license verification, security scanning, and other security services.

**Android updates:** As discussed in aforementioned section there have been many known vulnerabilities in Android platform in past and which were patched time to time by developers. The different patches related to security or new features are deliver to end users by the Android update service using the web or over the air (OTA) as transmission medium.

**Application services:** Android also enhances user’s experience by providing various cloud-based services such as back-up and notifications. Application Frameworks provides necessary infrastructure to Android applications to use these cloud services.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total Units of Smartphones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>5000 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>7015 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Verify Apps: Earlier we have discussed that Android is the main target of many cyber attacks and suspicious or/and malicious applications act as tool for many of these attacks. The verify apps service of Google help users to detect such malicious apps and provides proper option to take appropriate action such as blocking the installation. The service also continually scan the device for all installed apps and warn or help to remove suspicious or malicious apps.

SafetyNet: This is usually indirect user service and help to improve the safety and privacy of user. SafetyNet is a privacy preserving intrusion detection system (IDS) which assist Google to track and mitigate known security threats and identify new security threats.

SafetyNet Attestation: This is a third-party API which help Google to determine whether the device is Compatibility Test Suite (CTS) compatible or not and also help to identify source and destination of app communication (app to/from app server). For example, a rooted Android system is not consider CTS compatible by Google.

Android Device Manager: Google offer web-based device manager which help to locate lost or stolen Android device. The user have to registered and perform few initial configuration to utilize these services effectively.

Despite Android secure architecture and Google security services cyber attackers and malware writers are successful in past and continuously try to attack. The reason lies in the update and modification in attack method. For example, repacked Android application is one of recent attacks on Android platform which offers ways to launch malware and other cyber-attacks. In recent years several studied have been done which suggest the Android malware insert into the repackaged Android app by the hackers or developers. The popular apps usually infected by the repacking of the apps.

There are lot of techniques to detect the malware and also by the use of the commercial antivirus products, but the challenges take place while the android app initially downloaded from non-official app market. In further section, Android security updates and various Android based attacks are discussed and explained.

II. ANDROID SECURITY ENHANCEMENT AND ATTACKS

In the aforementioned section, we have listed that Android architecture and Google security services continuously offers the services to protect Android platform from cyber attackers but still attackers are successful. To investigate the reason of successful attack on Android platform it is important to understand the security enhancement. Table 1 list out the important security enhancement of various major Android version and total users share. One can observe clearly that Android developers have keep improving the Android version by version. This also indicates that different version of Android has vulnerabilities in past and that leads to cyber and malware attacks. Patching these vulnerabilities prevents attacks but there are always “zero-day” vulnerabilities which attackers discovers and forms attacks around the newly discovered “zero-day” vulnerability.

Table 1. Android version and increasing security features and users [Source: source.android.com/security].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Android 1.5</td>
<td>ProPolice, safe_iop, OpenBSD dlmalloc and malloc</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android 2.3</td>
<td>No eXecute (NX), Linux mmap_min_addr, Hardware-based No eXecute</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android 4.0</td>
<td>Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR)</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android 4.1</td>
<td>PIE (Position Independent Executable), Read-only relocations, dmesg_restrict enabled, kptr_restrict enabled</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android 4.2</td>
<td>Verify Apps, control of premium SMS, Always-on VPN, Certificate Pinning, Improved grouped based display of Android permissions, installid, OpenSSL, FORTIFY_SOURCE</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android 4.3</td>
<td>SELinux, Removing setuid/setgid, ADB Authentication, Capability bounding, AndroidKeyStore Provider</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android 4.4</td>
<td>Per User VPN, AndroidKey store with ECDSA and DSA algorithms, Certificate Pinning,</td>
<td>6.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android 5.0</td>
<td>Encrypted by default, Smart Lock, Multi user, restricted profile, and guest modes, Updated cryptography for HTTPS and TLS/SSL,</td>
<td>14.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android 6.0</td>
<td>Run time permissions, Verified Boot., Hardware-Isolated Security, Fingerprints, SD Card Adoption, System Hardening, Restriction on Clear Text Traffic, USB Access Control</td>
<td>16.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.1 Attacks on Android-based Smartphone Platform

Android suffers most from the malware attacks but there are other cyber attacks which cause lot of harm to users. These attacks can be isolated cyber attacks or based upon use of malware as attack tool. Table 2 list out few of very popular cyber attacks targeted to Android platform. The data is money of today’s digital era and so data theft is the top cyber attack targeted to Android.

Table 2. Different type of attacks on Android Environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Impact</th>
<th>Available Solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data theft</td>
<td>Most of user of smartphone has many personal and financial information.</td>
<td>Direct loss in terms of money and reputation.</td>
<td>1. Verified apps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Anti-theft scanning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identity theft</td>
<td>Smartphone is also being used as authentication for many online services</td>
<td>Loss can be very huge and only limited with the attacker thought.</td>
<td>1. Avoid jail-breaking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>using NFC, OTP etc. Attacker get access of mobile device and impersonate</td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Avoid suspicious apps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the user using their smartphone running Android.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote Access</td>
<td>Attacker get access of smartphone and can proxy user’s device to launch</td>
<td>Innocent user can be convicted as attacker and the real attacker will be out of range.</td>
<td>1. Avoid jail-breaking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>attacks or can perform any operation within device.</td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Avoid suspicious apps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blotware</td>
<td>Pre-installed application can be benign or malicious.</td>
<td>Resource consumption or depends upon the type of blotware.</td>
<td>1. Avoid suspicious apps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Monitoring</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Every attacks on Android platform is dangerous for user but Malware is the top threats for Android. In further sections, a detail discussion on different type of Android malware and various defense techniques are discussed.

III. ANDROID MALWARE AND TYPES

Malware is a harmful software, which is used to bypass control to distract the functionality of any apps, find or gathering sensitive information without the knowledge of users. Moreover, harmful software is known as the badware. The categories of malware or virus, worm, trojan horse, rootkit, botnet, ransomware [5,6] etc. In the evolution of malware, first malware F-Secure [8] is a trojan horse for palm devices. First android devices malware was Fake player [10,11], which was launched in early august 2010, main aim of this trojan horse to immediately occupy the space in memory. As per application wise, first Russian android malware was ANDROIDS_DROIDSMS, it is a fraud application to send SMS by the premium rate. To track the GPS location, a game Tap Snake [12] trojan horse application was introduced, which is used hypertext transfer protocol queried by Global Position System (GPS) application.

First, IOS based malware was launched in august 2010, it takes the advantage of Secure Shell (SSH) password to replica other jailbroken iPhone devices [13]. Moreover, a report by Trend micro [14], mobile banking site effected Zeus malware to pass the two-way authentication technique. After that, day by day rapidly growth in android functionality, hacker taking the advantage of a vulnerability to hack the devices. One of malware is DroidDream [15], it can access the root of android devices, this types of malware not only gain International Mobile Station Equipment identity (IMEI) and International mobile Subscriber identity (IMSI) ,also install more obscure malware to get other information from devices. Google’s release the google security tools to clean the devices, which is done by the malware writer, take the advantage and release different tools, by which cybercriminals gain information and find the backdoor activities. At present scenario, lot of malicious android apps are available, which is
used send premium SMS, GPS location spyware and Google+ application to monitoring telephone conversation etc. Kaspersky [16] release a report, 1,319,148 malicious packages has been detected in mid-2017. Moreover, in year Q4 2016, Mobile ransomware was 200,054, ransomware rapidly growing in every past year to reached up to 3.5 million in 2017. Currently, RedDrop[18] is android based malware ,it have fifty three Androids application packages (APKS) , automatically download 7 more malicious application.

3.1. Types of malware

**Virus:** virus is a piece of code, which is replicate itself and dispersing across the application. Viruses spread through by attaching the executable file, propagate in the system by script code, document and week point into web application. The activity of viruses to create the command and control [26], the viruses do the attack to snip information, steal money, destroy the target host. Most popular example of viruses in android are Universal Cross-Site Scripting (UXSS) Attack, Malware Hidden in Downloaded Apps, Lasco, Command and Control (C & C) [26], CardBlock, CardTrap Android Installer Hijacking and crossover[27] are example of viruses.

**Worm:** worm is a piece of code, ability of replication and disperse across the network from devices to device without human intervention [26]. Inside the worm, contain the “payload” that destroy the network host, the target of worm to trouble the networks bandwidth by creating congestion on the web server. Moreover, worm take the advantage of “payload” to theft information, delete files from target system. The main techniques of spreading worm across the network through opening infected email attachment. The most popular example of the worm in anroid is ADB.Miner Android [Gdata link].

**Trojan:** It is the type of Malware, show itself in opening of web application to download and install. Attacker steal information, modify file, keep monitoring the activities of user and logs by using the remote the access the target host. The most popular example of trojan are MasterKey, FakePlayer, GamtSpy[25], DownAPK[15] etc.

**Spyware:** It is the type of malware, which is used to monitor the user activities without user acceptance. Attacker collection key logs, steal account information etc. Exploit vulnerabilities is the most import goal of Spyware. Most important example of spyware in Android is RedDrop[17]

**Ransomware:** It is the type of malware, which is used to lock the computer resources until the victim must pay crypto currency. After payment ransom malware will get rid of from system. In Year 2017 of semantic report [18, 32], declared 36% increase in Ransomware attack and introduce the hundreds of new malware variants. Most popular Android malwares are Xbot, Simpllocker FakeDefender and adultPlayer [33].

**Botnet:** It is a piece of code that is used to compromise the device to create the bot, so that remote server to control the device without user’s consent, called Bot-Master. Bot-Master control the number of devices. Botnet is the Distributed denial of services attacks, hack the server data by web spider, gather information by spam bots. Most popular example of Botnet in Androids are Geinimi, Beanboot and DoubleDoor[29].

**Rootkit:** It is the type of malware to gain remote access and controls on the device. Rootkit gain administrative access to run various malicious apps to steal the information, do the harmful action and edit the system configuration. Rootkit hide itself into the system, it remains into the system for long period of time with help of obfuscation. Most popular example of Rootkit in Androids are Godless, HummingBad and Checkpoint [28].

**Backdoor:** Most dangerous malware is the Backdoor malware, which is used to open the backdoor for other malware, it can open the any port for other application. In the simplest way, backdoor open the vulnerability for another malicious program. Most popular example of Backdoor malware is Brador[34].

**Key-loggers:** Basically Key-Loggers is program, which is install on victim system. This type of malware maintains the records of Key-Stork, whatever the user does any activities by keyboard, records in Key-Loggers program. Most common Key-Logger Malware in Android are FlexiSpy[35], mSpy.

3.2. Popular Android Malware

In the aforementioned section Android malware and different class/type of malware are discussed. There were many popular cases of Android malware in past which either causes huge losses to user or get attention from cyber world. In the Table 3, some of popular Android malware (2010-2018) are listed with its type and brief description. From the table it can be observe that Android malware are active since 2010 and are evolving over time with advance threats such as ransomware etc.. It also demands that security solutions must be evolve along with attackers and should be ahead of attackers.
Table 3. Evolution of Malware 2010-2018.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Name Malware</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>FakePlayer[10]</td>
<td>Trojan</td>
<td>First Trojan malware, which is used to send the premium rate of SMS messages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>DroidSMS[36]</td>
<td>Trojan</td>
<td>Identified in august 2010, this is the first fraud malware apps that send SMS with premium rate with user consent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>GoldDream[37]</td>
<td>Botnet</td>
<td>This have the capability of bot malware; it has ability to command and control (C &amp; C) server to exploit the root.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>DroidDream[19]</td>
<td>RootKit</td>
<td>This is RootCager malware, ability to exploit the root privileges, first market android malware.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Bmaster</td>
<td>Botnet</td>
<td>This is third party app, once installed, theft the sensitive data from devices, such ID,IMEI , GPS DATA etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Defender</td>
<td>Ransomware</td>
<td>Defender is first ransomware in Android, once install this malware, user paid $99.99 to access the device.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>FakeRun</td>
<td>Adware</td>
<td>This malware did not steal any personal information, used to ads and share on Facebook account.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>BadNews</td>
<td>Adware</td>
<td>This is repacked malware, masqueraded as an ads on networks,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>OldBoot</td>
<td>Backdoor</td>
<td>This is malware have the ability to reinstall itself, installed malware ,open the backdoor in device.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>DrioidPack</td>
<td>Trojan</td>
<td>This is first malware that transfer from windows to android devices. Once installed, attempted to unistall legitimate bank app and asked to user for authentication to steal info.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>FakeInst[39]</td>
<td>Trojan</td>
<td>This malware used the repackaged clone technique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Gazon[15]</td>
<td>Virus</td>
<td>This malware is spread itself via text message, send a hyperlink to win prize of $200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>HumminBad[28]</td>
<td>Virus</td>
<td>The main aim of this malware to generate the ads-based revenue, gain access the root, control over device to steal personal and private info.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Godless[21]</td>
<td>Rootkit</td>
<td>This malware is open source framework to access root privileges. Once Install app, cause ads annoying app.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Accuracy of the boot sequence to reduce the signature database at end is. In further section, these authors combination of structural and behavioral features calculate similarity scores based on normalized opcode sequences and app permission requests [40]. According to authors combination of structural and behavioral features creates a distinctive fingerprint for a given Android application and improve overall recall rate of OpSeq. It is a signature-based method works against obfuscation techniques but can only detect known malware.

DroidMOSS, is a system to measure similarity by using fuzzy hashing technique to effectively localize and detect repackaged applications [40, 48]. In this work, authors performed a systematic study of six popular third party Android app market and found out that 5% to 13% of apps hosted on these third party marketplaces are repackaged to achieve various purposes such as stealing or re-routing ad revenues and injecting different kind of malware.

Context triggered piece-wise hash (CTPH) is used twice (T-CTPH) to generate two fingerprint of each application to detect repacked application [45]. Authors also optimize the hash similarity calculation algorithm which optimize the efficiency of process.

Recently, Vidal et all (2018) proposed a dynamic detection of malware in Android apps [51]. In this dynamic technique have the advantage to reduce the computation cost, because it is based on comparison of sequences in a large amount of information. The result obtains by applying the boot sequence to reduce the search space at pattern recognition eventually denied the malicious application install. this pattern recognition system working based on monitoring, analysis and decision making.

Gurulian et al (2016) proposed a fast and application agnostic approach in which the adversary cannot the significantly plagiarized the elements without the substantially minimizing the attack potential [42]. In this approach the detection process can be initiated from the client side, prior to an installation. The approach is effective when the attacker only copy the name and icon of the android application.

Gadyatskaya et al (2016) attempt to fill the gap between the resource based repackaging detection and the implementation of the technique and observe that the resource-based approach detection
approach is very useful to detect the plagiarized applications [52]. The experiment results show that the technique is effective if the separately different types of files. Generally, in repackaging the multimedia files, libraries, raw resources and images are least frequently changed in repackaging, while the main dex code _file, the manifest _file and the compiled resources (e.g., strings) are the most frequently changed resource file types.

Prevalent usage of obfuscation in Android malware has also cast doubt on the reliability of most Android malware analysis tools [42,43], and, in particular, static ones. The majority of these tools rely upon some static features which are obtained from the source code and are severely impacted by little transformations in the source code [43]. Consequently, they are not resilient to transformation attacks. Also, obfuscation has turned out to be a new barrier to protect Android users [44], and, therefore, detecting obfuscation is critical in understanding the underlying semantics of malware specimens.

4.2. Non-Signature based detection

Non-Signature-based detection, is capable of overcoming the limitations of signature-based detection. The non-Signature-based detection does not use malware specific signature. In this detection method a normal profile is developed and any diversion from normal profile is treated as malicious.

Now a day’s Artificial intelligence [AI] which includes the term machine learing and deep learning played an important role in cybersecurity. The attackers try to use the AI in the cybercriminals activity to exploit the user and the developer of the android application. The AI is played a significant role in the detecting the android malware. The permissions and intents information are declared and stored in manifest file of each Android application. Many of earlier works have used permissions and Intents as feature to build malware classifiers or any other ML based classifiers (Di Cerbo et al.[54], 2010; Geneiatakis et al.[53], 2015; Sanz et al.[55], 2012).

In CLANdroid, authors have uses Information Retrieval techniques and five semantic anchors: identifiers, Android APIs, intents, permissions, and sensors to detect similar apps [46,50]. CLANdroid is mainly focused on detection of similar app which need not to be a repacked app, for example similarity is, searching similar apps for car booking service and repacking is distributing same game apps by changing developers details or replacing advertisement channel code etc.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In one of the work, authors have proposed technique to measure app similarity based on claimed behavior [47]. Raw features were extracted using information retrieval method and then augmented with ontological analysis and used as attributes to characterize apps. Agglomerative hierarchical clustering method were used to cluster the apps. Experiments were carried out on 17,877 apps mined from BlackBerry and Google app stores. Proposed method improves the existing categorization quality from 0.02 to 0.41 and from 0.03 to 0.21 for Blackberry and Google stores respectively.

Table 4. Different Techniques and methods for Detecting Android Malware.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Works</th>
<th>Techniques</th>
<th>Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DroidEagle [41]</td>
<td>layout resources tree</td>
<td>Static method, Tree comparisons is costly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpSeq [42]</td>
<td>sequence of opcode and permissions requests</td>
<td>Static method, work only for known malware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DroidMOSS [40]</td>
<td>Fuzzy hashing</td>
<td>Can not handle Obfuscation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TaintDroid [56]</td>
<td>Realtime dynamic taint</td>
<td>Dynamic, It uses some basic data ow rules to track the movement of tainted variables, method files and IPC messages from sources until they reach a specified Java library sink. Depends on Dalvik virtual machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RiskRanker [57]</td>
<td>systematic approach</td>
<td>application based on native code, dynamic class loading, and callback handlers, discover if dangerous behavior is present,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCanDroid [58]</td>
<td>security certification tool</td>
<td>application manifest match what is requested within the app's components, discover if dangerous behavior is present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DroidRanger[59]</td>
<td>permission-based behavioral fingerprinting</td>
<td>benign apps tend to request combinations of permissions, discover if dangerous behavior is present</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Aforementioned section presented a detailed discussion about different techniques and methods for detecting Android malware. There have been so many techniques to defend Android from malicious attacks but due to inherent limitations of some of these techniques and advancement of attacker’s attack there is a need for innovative techniques to defend Android platform. In further section we have presented our conclusion and listed the future scope.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this review work, we have discussed a very crucial cyber threats of Android security and Android malware. We have discussed the Android security and Google services for securing Android platform. A detailed discussion about Android malware types and popular Android is presented. Based upon available literature various defenses i.e. signature and non-signature based detection against Android malware is also discussed in-depth. Many of these techniques are successful to defend against Android malware but most of them are either specific to Android malware type or solve a specific problem. Some of techniques have inherent limitations such as signature-based detection can not detect “zero-day” based malware, some are limited with the resource consumption which is very important for smartphone. In this work we have listed few selected works so in future review work a high number works can be discussed on various parameters. A sample test result of various techniques based on a standard malware dataset can be also published after setting various experiment which will present a clear status of those techniques and will help to compare and select right techniques.
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